Certified Sustainable Products
As the global leader in picture frames, Larson-Juhl takes the responsibility of sustainability
practices seriously. We are proud to be the only moulding provider in North America to
hold Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC®) as well as the Program for the Endorsement of
Forest Certification Systems (PEFC) Certification. FSC® and PEFC are global compliance
organizations that provide guidance for responsible environmental actions.
As both a manufacturer and distributor of timber products, Larson-Juhl will continue to be
proactive in our relationships with both direct manufacturing and 3rd Party suppliers in order
to adhere to a high standard of conduct as well as responsible sourcing of materials.

Forest
Stewardship
Council

What is FSC®?
FSC® forest management certification
confirms that the forest is being managed in
a way that preserves biological diversity and
benefits the lives of local people and workers,
while ensuring it sustains economic viability.
To learn more, visit www.fsc.org.
Click the FSC® logo to view our certificate.

Program for the What is PEFC?
Endorsement of
Forest
Certification

The PEFC logo on our products ensures that
our wood comes from sustainably managed
forests, recycled and controlled sources.
Every purchase of a PEFC-labelled product
makes a difference for forests and forest
communities across the world. By sourcing
PEFC wood, Larson-Juhl is supporting
sustainably managed forests globally.
Click the PEFC logo to view our certificate.

Larson-Juhl PEFC Chain of Custody Commitment Statement
Certification by the Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC) indicates a
commitment to sustainable forest management through independent third-party certification.
Purchasers of Larson-Juhl PEFC certified picture frame mouldings should feel good about becoming
another link in the chain of custody that is an important part of managing sustainability on our planet.
PEFC certified products ensure:
The stewardship and use of forests and forest lands in a way, and at a rate, that maintains their
biodiversity, productivity, regeneration capacity, vitality and their potential to fulfil, now and in the future,
relevant ecological, economic and social functions, at local, national, and global levels, and that does not
cause damage to other ecosystems.
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Certified Sustainable Products
FSC® and PEFC Certified Moulding
Larson-Juhl proudly offers FSC® and PEFC Certified Moulding. As a
company, we believe in empowering consumers and companies
to buy sustainably. We have the only selection of FSC®
and PEFC-certified mouldings for our customers. Certified
Mouldings include the following Collections:
Anvil, Brittany, Sofia, Petite I & III, Spencer I & II, And More!
Click here to browse over 190+ of our
FSC® and PEFC Certified Mouldings.

FSC® Certified Artique Matboard
FSC® Certified Artique Matboards are made in partnership with
specialist papermaker James Cropper in Cumbria, UK in a factory
that heavily focuses on sustainability. James Cropper takes extra
steps to ensure their factories are maintaining sustainable practices
in water, energy, and waste. By reducing water waste in the mill, investing in low-carbon energy solutions,
and zero waste transfer from landfill to the site, FSC® Certified Artique Matboards are created with
sustainability in mind from start to finish. The paper mill uses 24% recycled fiber input, given a second life
as paper products and packaging.
Click here to browse over 250+ of our FSC® Certified Artique Matboard.

Larson-Juhl Ashland FSC® Certified
Manufacturing Facility
Located in Ashland, Wisconsin, Larson-Juhl’s state of the art 122,000 sq.
ft. manufacturing facility has been the leading resource for framers across
the country and around the world. The Ashland Manufacturing Facility takes
environmental responsibility beyond production of Made in USA mouldings. Here
are some of the ways we are committed to reuse and recycle:

Click here to learn more.
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